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ABSTRACT
Over the past decade, production rendering has moved from primarily using Reyes-based algorithms to being based on path tracing
and physically based approaches. The developers of five of the
most significant production renderers have each recently written
comprehensive systems papers on their renderers, describing the
challenges of modern production rendering and the systems they
have respectively built to solve them. In May 2018, these papers
were published in a special issue of ACM Transactions on Graphics.
In this panel, the developers of these renderers will go into depth
on how the challenges of production rendering have influenced the
systems they’ve built and how they have developed new techniques
to make path tracing viable in practice. These systems are remarkably varied in some of their core design decisions; the panelists
will also compare and contrast their own design decisions with
respect to topics like precomputation versus runtime computation,
RGB versus spectral rendering, and out-of-core rendering versus
requiring scene geometry to fit into memory.
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PANEL OVERVIEW

Over the past decade, production rendering for Computer Generated Animation and Visual Effects has seen a major transition,
moving to physically-based approaches with path tracing [Kajiya
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1986] at their foundation. While before many film studios used
Pixar’s Photorealistic RenderMan renderer, today there are a wide
variety of production path tracers in use, some developed in-house
and others commercial products.
The Reyes algorithm that RenderMan was based on was described in a classic 1987 SIGGRAPH paper by Cook et al. [1987]
that laid out the challenges of production rendering then and described how Reyes’s micropolygon rasterization approach was a
good solution for them. Until recently, however, there haven’t been
equivalents for modern production renderers: comprehensive systems papers that explained their foundations, goals, and design
trade-offs.
This has recently changed with a special issue of ACM Transactions on Graphics: the developers of five of the most widely-used
production renderers have each written comprehensive systems
papers, describing their respective rendering systems, the problems
they were designed to address, how they addressed them, and the
new techniques they have invented to make path tracing effective
for modern production rendering. The renderers described are:
• Arnold (Solid Angle), described by Georgiev et al. [2018]: a
commercial renderer used on hundreds of feature films, and
numerous commercials and TV series since 2001.
• Arnold (Sony Pictures Imageworks), described by Kulla et
al. [2018]: Sony’s proprietary version of Arnold, used on all
of Sony’s movies since 2008 after early success on the film
Monster House (2006).
• Hyperion (Walt Disney Animation Studios), described by
Burley et al. [2018]: used on all of the studio’s animated
movies starting with Big Hero 6 (2014).
• Manuka (Weta Digital), described by Fascione et al. [2018]:
used on all of Weta’s films starting with Dawn of the Planet
of the Apes (2014).
• RenderMan1 (Pixar Animation Studios), described by Christensen et al. [Christensen et al. 2018]: both a commercial
product, used on over 45 feature films, and the renderer used
by Pixar for all of its movies since Finding Dory (2016).
These renderers are built on a few common foundations: all use
path tracing and employ bounding volume hierarchies for ray intersection acceleration. All support a range of geometric primitives,
including subdivision surfaces, hair, and scattering volumes, and
all run on CPUs and are multi-threaded, with varying levels of
adoption of SIMD. The challenges of GPU rendering (primarily,
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all new path-tracer that has kept Pixar’s Reyes renderer’s name.
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limited local memory on GPUs) have so far precluded any of these
systems also using GPUs, though work in this area continues, given
the computational capabilities they offer.
Beyond that core, there’s a remarkable amount of variety among
them; different system designers have made different implementation decisions in a number of fundamental areas. Examples include:
• The variety of light transport algorithms supported, ranging
from just path tracing (the Solid Angle version of Arnold),
to path tracing with selective photon mapping (Hyperion),
to a wide variety of global illumination algorithms (Manuka,
RenderMan, Sony’s Arnold).
• When texture mapping and shading occurs: in Manuka, all
of it is done before rendering begins, allowing efficient BRDF
generation at intersection points during rendering, with no
need for a texture cache at that point; other systems do this
the conventional way—at ray intersection time.
• Whether the renderer is sold commercially (Solid Angle
Arnold and RenderMan): commercial products must serve
a wider variety of workflows than in-house renderers and
must include features that let the end-user customize their
behavior. For an in-house renderer, therefore simpler software architectures can be possible.
• Specialization to studio workflows and needs: Hyperion’s
design was strongly influenced by the need for artistic control, while Manuka places particular emphasis on grounding
rendering in measured data for predictably matching on-set
measurements.
• Whether “out of core” rendering is supported: Hyperion
batches and sorts rays in order to access geometry and texture more coherently, while other systems do not, accepting
incoherent memory access from path tracing.
This panel will bring together the authors of those papers for a
wide-ranging discussion of the design and implementation of these
systems, with a particular focus on their points of difference.
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